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in a case like this. T)7x Supposedly somebody in the chur*makes a

complaint. Well, in such a case it is very important to get rid of the

wicked man as soon as possible. I think even more important to give him a

fiar examination, so that if he isn't wicked the lies will be stopped and be

denied, and he will be given a ft= fair chance to prove that he is being wrongly

accused. And so, the Pres. system has a means which should be to solve this

particular problems.

Now, those are the four problems under the first number.

(question) No, the usual z sytem of inverstigation here is quite differeit

from the examination of a new minister. The usual system is that examination

is to be made entirely quietly, an examination by a little group, to decide

whether there is something here that needs a big examination, so not to

arouse any rumors that are detrimental to the man. Then, a mx thorough

examination. And it is a result of a complaint of somebody in the church.

Well, now, we will go here to number 2. (end of record)

Record 44

Normally bixX±xin in most buildings in this country you find the

temperature about 80 or 85, and it is very uncomfortable, I find. On the

other hand, when I came into this room three or four minutes ago, it was

very cold. Well, it is exactly that w way with oh. govt. (alughter)

You will find that there are a few pastax people to whom a particular type

of ch. govt. is something that is sacred. This is the way in the denomination

ID which they belthng. Or this is the thing they have been told is the divine

teaching on a matter, and it is a great point of faith with them. This

particular type of oh. govt And they are tremenodusly excited about that.

Some ministers, however, go to the

other extreme. Whey may occasionally express a strong statemetn in favor of

the type of govt. of the denomination to type they happen to belong, but when

imx some point comes up in some meeting somewhere, they don't w know what the

answer is. And I have had the experience, rahter recently, myself of being in

a meeting where the people argued for fifteen minutes what to do about a matter,
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